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Dynamic Mach cone as a diagnostic method in reactive dusty plasma experiments
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We demonstrate how the observation of dynamic Mach cones in dusty plasma experiments allows one to
follow the evolution of the dust acoustic wave velocity as charges on dust particles change, or as their mass
changes. In experiments in which only the charge is changing due to, e.g., the application of a thin coating on
UV-illuminated dust particles, the coating rate may be inferred through the analysis of the Mach cone pattern.
In other experiments where the dust sizes are changing, also leading to some change in charge, the growth rate
can be followed.
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Havneset al. @1,2# first suggested that Mach cones shou
be observable in dusty plasmas and serve as valuable
nostics since they can be directly observed through rem
sensing and they do not significantly affect the dusty plas
conditions. The Mach cones in dusty plasmas have s
been observed in several experiments@3–5#, have received
further theoretical attention@6,7#, and are now studied in
many ongoing and planned experiments both on the gro
and in space. The Mach cones, which occur if a localiz
body moves through a dusty plasma at a speed larger
the dust acoustic wave~DAW! @8–11# speed, are of a natur
similar to those of cones occurring at supersonic speed
gases, liquids, or some crystals@12,13#.

Earlier investigations of Mach cone properties in du
plasmas@1,2,6,7# have concentrated on cases in which t
dust particles do not evolve. In the following we will con
sider cases of what we choose to call dynamic Mach co
~DMCs!, where the evolution of the dust particle takes pla
This can happen in reactive dusty plasmas by the growt
the particle sizes, which in turn will lead to a change in t
charge. We also consider cases in which the charge chan
e.g., during a coating process. Systematic changes in the
izing radiation or plasma conditions can also influence
Mach cone pattern. All these processes will lead the M
cone pattern to deviate from a straight V-shaped patt
which results for constant dust properties.

THE DAW AND TIME SCALES FOR DUST CHARGE
CHANGES AND SIZE CHANGES

The DAW @8–11,14# can be subject to both Landa
damping and to charge fluctuation damping@10,11#. We ne-
glect these processes, they are generally not important in
dusty plasmas we will consider, and consider lon
wavelength casesk2lD

2 !1 for which the DAWs are nondis
persive. The dispersion relation then becomes@8,10#

v5kZdS nd0

ni0
D 1/2S kBTi

md
D 1/2Y S 11

ne0Ti

ni0Te
D 1/2

. ~1!

*Electronic address: Ove.Havnes@phys.uit.no
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Here v is the wave frequency andk is the wave number
while ne0 , ni0 , andnd0 are the electron, ion, and dust num
ber densities in the absence of a wave. The electron and
temperatures areTe andTi , md is the dust mass, andZd is
the dust charge number. Boltzmann’s constant iskB . The
magnitude of the phase velocity (v/k) of the DAW is low; it
can be as low as a few cm/s or less in experiments, and d
to a few m/s or less in planetary rings. The disturbing bo
creating the Mach cone, which could be a dust particle
experiments@3,4# or a boulder in planetary rings@1#, must
move at a speedvB.v/k for a Mach cone to be created. On
issue for us to consider is whether the dust particles
change their properties during the lifetime of an observ
Mach cone pattern, created during one particle pass
through the experiment, or whether changes occur o
longer time scale so that successive Mach cone patt
show the evolution.

The time rate of the change of a dust particle’s mass
reactive environments in which a specific gas, of num
density ng , temperatureTS , and massmg , accretes on to
dust is given by

dmd

dt
5pr d

2ngmgvg , ~2!

where

vg5~8kBTS /pmg!1/2. ~3!

The time scale for the mass change istacc5md /(dmd /dt)
given by

tacc5
4

3

rdr d

ngmgvg
. ~4!

The timetcoat to obtain a coating of 1 ML of particles, if eac
coating atom or molecule occupies a surface ofscoat, is
given by

tcoat5
4

scoatncoatvcoat
. ~5!

We consider parameter values typical for dust experiment
temperaturesTg;1000 K, mg'mcoat'30mH ~leading to
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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vg5vcoat5840 m/s),rd53000 kg/m3, r d;1 mm51026 m,
andscoat510219 m2. We find for these values that

tacc;
9.531019

ng
s ~6!

and

tcoat;
531016

ncoat
s. ~7!

For laboratory conditions, the gas number density norm
ranges upwards from 1018 m23 and coating materials can b
present at smaller or comparable number densities.
above time scales can, therefore, vary within very wide li
its but can easily be made comparable to the propaga
time for a DAW across the volume of an experiment. F
today’s dust experiments this is of the order of a few seco
but in some forthcoming larger experiments the time will
larger.

The charging time in rf-heated dust experiments is usu
very short, sometimes as low as 1026 s, so any charge
changes are most likely almost instantaneous if change
dust properties, plasma conditions, or charging illuminat
occur.

With the low densities in planetary rings ofn
*106– 107 m23 the time scales for accretion and coati
will be much longer than the travel time for a DAW before
is damped. We will, therefore, in the following only consid
the changes of the wave pattern of Mach cones in dust
periments.

EFFECT ON THE MACH CONE PATTERN BY CHANGES
IN DUST MASS OR DUST CHARGE

In a nondispersive Mach cone the wave pattern basic
has a pure V shape except possibly near the disturbing b
@3,4,15#. If dispersion is important, this will not be so@6#, but
we will restrict attention to nondispersive cases. T
V-shaped form results in the nondispersive regime beca
all of the disturbances propagate with the same speedad0 ,
so that if a disturbing body is moving through the dus
plasma with speedvB , the V pattern will have an openin
half-angleg given by

sing5
ad0

vB
~8!

e.g.,@1,3,4#. Changes in the dust properties will influence t
DAW properties and thereby the Mach cone wave patte
Here we will consider two separate cases and show in e
of them how the changes affect the Mach cone pattern.

If a body moves through a dusty plasma it will, at eve
point, create a disturbance, which propagates as a circle
contributes to a V-shaped pattern if the DAW speed is c
stant. If the DAW speed varies, the circle generated at a p
x ~see Fig. 1!, at time t52x/vB will expand and have a
radius at the timet50 of
04540
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R~x,t50!5E
2x/vB

0

ad~ t !dt. ~9!

We taket50 to be the time at which we observe, or obtain
picture of, the Mach cone. For both of the demonstrat
cases that we study, we assume that changes in dust mas
charge do not significantly affect@see Eq.~1!# nd0 , ni0 , ne0 ,
or the temperatures. This is equivalent to the dust cha
density being small compared tone0 andni0 .

In case I we will consider dust that is illuminated by U
radiation and on which a coating process changes the ph
electric properties resulting in alterations of the dust cha
also. The effect on the dust mass is taken to be negligi
We will assume that the dust charge numberZd changes
linearly as the coating proceeds and that

Zd~ t !5Zd01Żdt. ~10!

HereZd0 is the dust charge when we observe the Mach c
at t50. The charge numberZd is the only quantity varying in
Eq. ~1!. Inserting Eqs.~1! and ~10! in Eq. ~9! we find

R~x,t50!5
x

M S 12
1

2

x

tqvB
D , ~11!

where the charging time due to the coating istq5Zd0 /Żd and
M5vB /ad(0).

In case II only the mass changes due to gas accretion.
change in mass will affect the DAW directly through th
md

21/2 term but this will partly be compensated for by a
increase in dust charge as the radius increases. We con
charging by plasma collisions and attachment. The surf
potential of the dust is determined by the plasma tempera
and the ion mass@16,17# and is independent of the dust ra
dius. From this and the expression for the surface potentia
a sphere,U5q/4pe0r d , it follows that the change in charg
number with dust radius is

Zd~ t !5Zd0S r d

r d0
D . ~12!

Inserting Eq.~12! and

md~ t !5md~ t50!S r d~ t !

r d0
D 3

~13!

into Eq. ~1! we find that

ad~ t !5ad0S r d0

r d~ t ! D
1/2

. ~14!

With a constant density of accreting molecules, the dust
dius will change linearly with time as

r d5r d01S drd

dt D t ~15!

so that witht r[r d0 /(drd /dt) we have

a~ t !5ad0S 11
t

t r
D 21/2

. ~16!
3-2
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Inserting Eq.~16! in Eq. ~9! we get

R~x,t50!52t rad0F12S 12
x

vBtr
D 1/2G . ~17!

A consideration of Fig. 1 allows us to relate the coordinat
xM and yM , of a point on the Mach cone tox and R(x,t
50),

xM5x2R sing5
x22R2

x
, ~18!

yM5R cosg5
R

x
~x22R2!1/2. ~19!

We now use Eqs.~18! and ~19! to plot the resulting DMC
patterns for the two cases governed by Eqs.~11! and ~17!,
respectively. For case I we useM52, vB54 cm/s, andtq
51 and 2 s in Eq.~11!, which applies when only the charg
changes. This corresponds toad052 cm/s, which is close to
the values found by Samsonovet al. @3,4#. We use the same
parameter values for case II. The resulting DMC patterns
shown in Fig. 2. For case II, in which the size increase do
nates, the DAWs slow down with time and the Mach co
pattern is concave. For a pure charge increase, as in ca
the DAW speed increases and the pattern becomes con

FIG. 1. The symbols used in calculating the Mach cone patte
for cases I and II in the text. The disturbance is caused by a b
moving at a velocity2vBx, x5x is the position of the body at time
t52x/vB . g is the half opening angle of the Mach cone.R(x,t
50) is the radius to which the surface of influence generated by
body at t52x/vB has grown byt50. The curve coinciding with
the Mach cone att50 may be considered to be given either as
function of x, y5yM(x), or as a function ofy, x5xM(y).

FIG. 2. The shapes of Mach cones.yM(x) is plotted for the
upper branch of each of the five Mach cones. The straight line is
the case when the dust does not evolve, leading toad being con-
stant. Results for cases I and II are shown for the choices oM
52 andvB54 cm s21. The second parameter in the label for ea
curve indicates the assumed value oft r in seconds.
04540
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This demonstrates the potential of the DMC method to d
criminate between different evolutionary effects on the du

EXTRACTION OF INFORMATION ON DUST CHANGES
FROM OBSERVATIONS OF DYNAMIC MACH

CONES

We assume that the observations allow a DMC pattern
be represented by a curvey(x). We wish to extract the evo
lution of the DAW speedad(t) from y(x).

From Fig. 1 we see that if we replacexM , yM with y, x,

cosg5
x

~x21y2!1/25
~x21y2!1/2

x
, ~20!

which gives

x5
x21y2

x
. ~21!

Furthermore,

sing5
R

x
5

y

~x21y2!1/2. ~22!

Inserting Eq.~21! in Eq. ~22!, we find

R5
y

x
~x21y2!12. ~23!

From the relationship betweenx andt and from Eq.~21! we
obtain

t52
x

vB
52

x21y2

xvB
~24!

and

dt52
1

vB
Fx22y2

x2 1
2y

x S dy

dxD Gdx. ~25!

Differentiation of Eq.~9! with respect tot, with R given by
Eq. ~23!, and then differentiation with respect tox by the use
of Eq. ~25! allows the derivation of

ad~ t !5vBS 2y31~x312xy2!
dy

dx

S x22y212xy
dy

dxD ~x21y2!1/2
D . ~26!

If we have a normal V-shaped Mach cone pattern wh
y/x5tang, then Eq.~26! leads to the expected result of E
~8!. Clearly from observations of a DMC pattern we ca
infer the change in the DAW velocityad(t) through the use
of Eqs. ~24! and ~26!. Knowing the variation of the DAW
speed with time, we use Eq.~1! to find the change in charg
if coating occurs, or the change in mass if accretion of s
nificant amounts of material, similar in composition to th
of the original grains, occurs.
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DISCUSSION

We have shown that the DMC diagnosis method has
potential of providing essential information on reactive lab
ratory or industrial dusty plasmas in which the dust prop
ties change.

Coating rates can now easily be made at;1 nm/s, which
can change the charge of the particle profoundly on the t
scale of seconds. For industrial applications, deposition r
of up to;1 mm/s have to be achieved. This will lead to ve
fast changes of dust properties, which the DMC method
the potential to monitor. Methods such as mass spectrom
extraction and weighing, laser induced particle explos
evaporation, particle oscillation monitoring are not suited
determine the mass of the dust particles because they
invasive and disturb the plasma or destroy the particle.
determination of the charge, very few methods exist. Mos
them are indirect and require model assumptions. The o
direct method~photodetachment! requires a method to dete
mine absolute values of the electron density, which for
density range under discussion here almost always nec
tates specific discharge geometries. For time scales sh
than 1 s, no truly noninvasive and real time method for m
suring mass and charge is available.

If the DMC method can be implemented in dusty plasm
used for particle or surface processing~silane plasmas use
for solar cells, plasma based coating of dust particles!, this
would open up a perspective for real time process con
and diagnosis of the processing of the particles. Even in
case of silane plasmas, where the particles are too sma
visualize individually, the DMC method will work: the spa
tial particle density variations induced by the Mach cone c
be studied without being able to ‘‘see’’ each individual pa
ticle, by using classical fluid dynamics diagnostic metho
such as~Mach-Zehnder! interferometry and Schlieren pho
tography. In the present two-dimensional~2D! imaging of
position and velocity of dust particles affected by the DA
to form a Mach cone@4–6#, the images are not very shar
and well defined. We expect that progress in imaging a
G
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image processing will lead to much improved knowledge
the 3D position and motion of dust particles, which shou
lead to a better definition of the Mach cone.

Nonuniformity within a plasma chamber will certainly a
fect the DMC profile, and the straightforward analysis p
sented here will, in such cases, not be valid throughout
chamber. Locally it may be applied. In any case, obser
tions of deformed DMC should lead to valuable informati
on the localization of and degree of nonuniformity and
such be useful in a search for optimal chamber condition

We have not considered any size distribution of the d
particles. Brattli, Havnes, and Melandsø@18# found that the
propagation velocity of the DAW could be represented by
expressions for a monosized dusty plasma if one uses a
age values for the sizes. However, little work has been d
on DAW in dusty plasmas with a size distribution. Until
full theory for DAW is fully developed it may be difficult to
draw full benefit in all natural situations from the DMC
method to deduce plasma and dust conditions. The hig
degree of control available in the laboratory favors the ap
cation of the method to experiments.

We have considered cases in which changes in dust p
erties affect an instantaneously observed Mach cone st
ture. This means that the DAW propagation timetp for the
disturbing body and the time scale for dust changestL are
comparable. We can also consider cases in whichtL and tp
are not comparable. IftL@tp one observation of the Mach
cone will show a V-shaped pattern, but later observatio
will show the Mach cone to have a changed opening anglg;
use of Eq.~10! will give the time history ofad(t). If tL
!tp , which may happen in some etching experimen
where the particle surface chemistry may change in millis
onds, the change in the DMC may show up as a kink in
pattern. If the kink can be resolved Eqs.~24! and~26! can be
used to determine the time history ofad and related param
eters. If not, the change of angleg on each side of the kink
will give the change inad , and the resolution will set an
upper limit on the time for the change of dust properties.
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